
   

1.
Copy the CCLI # of the song for which you will be reporting.

2.
Click the "Report on CCLI" button.
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3.
Sign into CCLI's website with your church's admin account.

4.
Click into the search field.
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5.
Paste the CCLI song # you copied previously.

6.
Click the "Search" button.
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7.
The song will appear below. Click the "Report" button.

8.
A popup window will appear. Click the "Digital" field which is for how many
services you projected the lyrics digitally.
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9.
Choose the number of services that you projected the lyrics.

10.
Select the "Print" field. This is the number of times you downloaded a master
copy of the lyrics or chord chart for printing purposes.
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11.
It doesn't matter how many copies you made of the lyrics in the church
bulletin or chord charts for the band. If you printed 100 copies for the church
bulletin and 5 chord charts for the band, you only used two master copies (1
for the bulletin and 1 for the band). If you also used lead sheets or
orchestration, those master copies are counted separately from the bulletin
and chord chart.

12.
Click the "Record/Stream" field. This is for how many times the song was live-
streamed on the internet, streamed to another campus, or if the audio was
recorded separately for band review or podcasting.
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13.
Each service and medium gets counted. Live-streaming to multiple online
platforms just gets counted as one. E.g., three services streaming to two
campuses, Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram, and the audio recorded for
the band to review only gets counted as 3 (services) x 3 (media) = 9.

14.
Click the "Save" button.
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